Continued cooperation
for diptheria immunization
is sought by Dr. Norman
Kobayashi as an unforeseen
shortage of materials interrupted this week schedule.
Children from six months
to 10 years inclusive residing in District III will
report to the Immunization
hospital Monday between 8
and 10 a.m. Those in District IV will report on
Thursday.
On Monday all who have
had a Schick test must return for a reading to determine whether immunization
is necessary,Dr. Kobayashi
emphasized.

Fifteen Maryknoll students will receive their
diplomas at commencement
exercises tomorrow 8 a .m.
following the holy mass.
The list of graduates,
as released by Father John
Swift:
Donald Joseph Yamashiro,
John Endo,Satoshi Hayashi,
Henry Murakami, Michiko
Miyaki, Fred Sugiyama,
Kiyoko Watanabe, Sadako Hosozawa, Chieko Abe, Ben
Kawahata, Tazuko Kawahata,
Eichi. Yoshino,Takeshi
Shishima, Any Kuichi and
Michiko Yoshino.

The opportunity is being offered
nisei students now in assembly
centers by the National Students relocation committee of continuing their
higher education in Eastern colleges.
The need of such a policy is very
ably expressed by Dr. Monroe Deutsch,
Vice President - and provost of the
University of California. If students
were net allowed to continue their
studies,he says,the wastage of human
material and training would be tremendous. Secondly,these students are American bitizens
who will again resume their places in American society,
and these students should be aided and encouraged to
train themselves in American surroundings for a
successful life. Finally, Dr. Deutsch concludes, these
young people will be scattered among young Americans,
and would, thereby, feel themselves all the more American citizens--and their Americanism will not be sullied
by a sense of bitterness.
Those students who may be fortunate enough to be
granted this chance of continuing their studies must
also accept with it the responsibilities which are
tacit in Dr. Deutsch's statement.
For each of the students entering school in the
East, where Japanese Americans have been rare, will be
the cynosure of many eyes. Upon their scholarship,
their conduct, their thoughts, their sense of humor,
their adaptability, will rest the Verdict of the rest
of the country as to whether Japanese Americans are
true Americans. So, upon these students will be the
onus of praying to people to whom they are strangers
that the first word in "Japanese Americans" is merely
an adjective describing the color of our skin--not the
color of our beliefs.
There is no place for cry babies or weaklings in
this program. The burden must be borne.

The introduction of a
pin-ball game, albeit a
miniature one, as another
piece of office furniture
has the addicts of the
Staff busily tossing.hips
hither and yon, applying
body-English to the elusive
marbles.
All but our Copy editor
who claims that pinball
games are no fun unless
they light up, ring belle,
wave flags and pay off.
A long one
And our eyeshade goes
off to the Tulare News and
the Pinedale Logger, both
of which appeared on the
Fourth of July with stupendous issues. The Tulare
News had a
three color 12 page job and the. Logger
came out with 16 pages.
When we finish reading
G'wan with the Wind (frankly, we haven't started it
yet) we hope to be in
practice for these two tomes.
A short one
Sammy in her Femme Form
column Wednesday asks, 'Was
it you who bellowed for
water the other day' in the
mess hall?'
'What we'd like to know
is who shouted 'BEERY and
started 439 mouths water.
ing copiously?
Stumble bums
And the many necessary
excavations and dirt-heaps
on Gallant Fox lane, which
keeps all the pedestrians
hopping us wonder if
Galloping Fox wouldn't be
a more apt name.
Got it ?
Shig Masunaga, District
VII woodpecker(oensus taker, to you, kid) asks if
we've heard about the 15story hotel that is planned
for this Center.,
That for?' we bit.
'To Neese ell the rumors.'
(Rumors--roomers. Now
go away, kid, you bother
me.)
cal rainstorm
Tropi primitive, but efficient, air-conditioning
system which consists of
one (1) burlap curtain,and
seven- (7) tin cans adds a
tropical touch to the office.

